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Headquartered in London, United Kingdom, Geecon combines a passion for Client 
Satisfaction, Technology Innovation, Business and Management Consultancy, 
Software Solution and IT Consultancy. Geecon helps customers to do business 
better leveraging our industry-wide experience, deep technology expertise, com-
prehensive portfolio of services and a vertically aligned business model.

In today's world, organizations will have to rapidly reengineer themselves and be 
more responsive to changing customer needs. Geecon is well positioned to be a 
partner and co-innovator to businesses in their transformation journey, identify 
new growth opportunities and facilitate their foray into new sectors and markets. 
The edge of Geecon lies in its ability to draw upon a well equipped global network 
and teaming this with customized services of a local office. Integrated approach 
combines insight and innovation from multiple disciplines with business and 
industry knowledge to help the clients excel anywhere irrespective of geographical 
boundaries.
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CUBOT is a robust business intelligence platform. The backend data integrator and 
OLAP is scalable, and handles very large volumes of data, while the front-end 
provides elegance, functionality, and power to managers and business analysts 
alike.

Its versatility lies in the absence of some features and processes. Like “no program-
ming”. That means CUBOT works best in the hands of people who actually use the 
information it delivers. Like “no training”. The simple user interface keeps you up 
and running on your own, though help is just a step away. Like “no report genera-
tors”. Just click away to analyze.. and save your final result. That is your report… 
and it refreshes it automatically every time your data changes. There are another 
dozen such “featureless features” that would endear CUBOT to any serious informa-
tion seeker. Try your hands today. You will never turn back.

VERSATILE & LIGHTWEIGHT
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CUBOT Data Integration is an industry-strength product that accesses data from dispa-
rate systems – excel spreadsheets to main frame systems to RDBMS to applications such 
as SAP, Oracle Apps, Salesforce, Quantis, has a transformation engine that provides a 
large library of pre-packaged rules, and loader for loading into an enterprise or depart-
mental warehouse.

CUBOT is a comprehensive business intelligence platform which 
comes with an inbuilt ETL tool, reporting tool and analytics. It allows 
information sources across systems, channels and repositories to be 
semantically modeled into business dimensions and measures. It 
helps business managers conduct granular analysis on the data avail-
able and thus accelerate accurate decision making.

CUBOT Business Analysis & Reporting is designed for the 
business user. Most products, geared for use by IT people, 
provide SQL-like capability to provide power to the user. So 
when business analysts and managers use them, they are 
forced to learn SQL syntax and structure that have no real 
world value.

CUBOT Business Analysis & Reporting has no such expecta-
tions. It has no programming capability, so creating reports, 
drilling down, filtering, etc. are achieving my simple mouse 
clicks. And it has some very nifty features. For example, you 
clicked on a few measures and dimensions, produced a report, 
got what you wanted, and moved on. CUBOT saves all these 
mouse clicks that got you the report. And when you have gone 
home for the day, CUBOT goes to work, caching new data 
based on those mouse clicks. So that when you come back the 
next day and want the same report for the new day, you have it 
delivered almost instantaneously.

Business Analysis & Reporting

Data integration
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CUBOT insurance solutions deliver intelligence to supervisory, operational and executive 
management. Insurance Business Monitor covers the reporting needs of all the critical 
functions of an insurer – sales, claims, operations, underwriting, reinsurance, and finance. 
Channel Monitor solution helps channel managers identify, track and help focus on their 
most profitable channel partners. Customer Retention Monitor helps reduce churn through 
micro-segmentation and targeted campaign management.

In the fast paced competitive world of telecom and mobile value added services, it is not 
sufficient to just report on what happened yesterday. Given the vast amounts of data and 
consumer numbers, it is imperative for a good tool to track customer patterns, product 
popularity trends, and convert this knowledge into money with accurate decisions and 
marketing. Robust Designs is a front runner in this area and CUBOT solutions have been 
deployed to track trends, push marketing, help reduce churn in premium Indian telecom 
players like Airtel, Indiatimes, and Rediff.

ealthcare costs are everyone’s concern. Government budgets can get affected with over 
spending in this sector. The challenge is not to compromise on quality.
We help a number of Singapore hospitals to monitor bill sizes for various DRG’s, compare 
one hospital with another, compare one discipline with other, and even compare one 
specialist with another for treating same illness. This helps identify how the hospital should 
price its products and also help individual disciplines to pay attention to the costs too while 
continuing to strive for the best care for their patients.
As an extension of this, we help with efficiency of AR and AP and supplier management to 
negotiate better rates with better projections and deals.

CUBOT for Manufacturing help organizations to meet organizational goals by increasing 
sales, managing cost & inventory. It delivers accurate and timely information in a highly 
secured manner. Financial Analytics delivers all statutory and regulatory reports, cash flow 
and risk management, better utilization of funds, collections and increases accountability & 
management visibility. Sales & Marketing Analytics enables simple, practical management 
of new product development, Sales performance by product, region, team, targets v/s actual 
results. Supply Chain Management Analytics helps users to assess supply chain activities, 
improve vendor performance with better quality.

The Fund House Monitor provides enterprise wide MIS using data pulled from R&T, financial 
accounting systems, and where available, from fund accounting, indices, and ratings. The 
Loyalty Management System provides fund houses with loyalty programs for their distribu-
tion channel a method to effectively manage, monitor, and adapt the loyalty program to meet 
changing dynamics of the market and the producers. Channel Monitor solution helps 
channel managers identify, track and help focus on their most profitable channel partners. 
Customer Retention Monitor helps reduce churn through micro-segmentation and targeted 
campaign management. Finance Monitor provides profitability and market analysis across a 
wide variety of parameters.

Insurance

INDUSTRY

Funds managment

Telcos

Healthcare

Manufacturing
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INSURANCE

Customer Segmentation

Customer Acquisition
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A critical question all carriers are trying to answer is "Who is my customer?". We use technology to help carriers know their current custom-
ers better and to understand what matters to them.
Using sophisticated statistical models, our data scientists use demographic data, past policy buying habits, claims information, payment 
patterns and customer satisfaction survey data to build customer micro-segments. Through cycles of testing using real-life data, we test 
these models for reliability.
These insights help carriers identify the most appropriate micro-segments to target across parameters like profitability, volume and sticki-
ness. The wealth of information on the buying behavior and other characteristics of each micro-segment then allow carriers to tailor specific 
product offerings and features and appoint the channels of distribution most likely to find favor with the targeted micro-segment.
For example for an auto insurance company offering personal as well as commercial coverage our experts may be able to point out that for 
Personal Auto Insurance the most profitable micro-segment to target would be the "First Time Car Buyers, Under 25, Male" and that the 
channel they would most likely consider would be "Online" and also the specific set of features they would be most likely to value.
By using science and quantitative techniques to understand customers, carriers have a greater chance at customer acquisition, reducing 
acquisition costs, lowering attrition, and a host of other benefits that directly impact the sales process.

New customer acquisition costs are going up dramatically and a "one size fits all" approach is unlikely to deliver the results carriers are 
seeking. Customer segmentation will identify the key micro-segments, their characteristics and what they value. Carriers should be able 
to leverage this information to dramatically grow their reach and to improve hit-rates of marketing campaigns to impact the velocity of new 
customer acquisition and drive down the costs at the same time.

We will help you:
Build models to identify correlations between segments and buying behavior
Analyze demand from existing and new customers and identify new micro-segments to target
Build specific sales campaigns for different segments with improved "hit rates"
Monitor success rates and make data driven iterative changes in the model
The objective would be to empower all the customer touch points like brokers, Bancassurance, call centers, agents and websites to 
maximize revenue.
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Customer acquisition is just the beginning. With the commoditization of products and services, 
customer stickiness is low, leading to higher attrition. In spite of collecting large amount of data like 
customer interaction data, customer surveys, and transaction records, most carriers find it hard to 
stem attrition. It is critical to identify the most “at risk” customers, find out what irks them, and 
address those issues before they cause churn.
Our analytics services help you understand attrition beyond just the numbers - we help you identify 
pockets where attrition is particularly high, perform root cause analysis to understand why, and 
working with your teams to put in place mitigation plans. We help in the following ways
Understand the cost and impact of attrition on sales growth and cash flow
Use statistics to provide a quantitative analysis of attrition across customer segments, product 
categories, geography, and distribution channels
Perform root-cause analysis and identify correlation between attrition and external and internal 
factors
Help possible marketing campaigns to reduce attrition
Monitor and modify the marketing campaigns to ensure effectiveness

Customer Retention



CUBOT Connect is our partner program. We seek partners who are core transaction sys-
tems vendors in the financial services, telco, and healthcare sectors. Our partners typical-
ly integrate CUBOT BI platform with their transaction systems and offer a comprehensive 
& differentiated solution to their customers.

We also seek system integrators as partners, who have deep domain expertise and desire 
to build and deploy business-centric, cost-effective BI solutions.

PARTNERS

SAS Institute Inc.
Driven to solve customer business problems, privately-held SAS works closely with customers in all 
stages of research and development to ensure that they get the most out of new offerings. More than 
12,000 employees across more than 400 SAS offices provide local, hands-on support for customers 
whenever and wherever they need it. Customer loyalty, evidenced by long-standing SAS user communi-
ties and a strong renewal history, echoes this customer partnership and our shared commitment to a 
successful future.

Comviva
Formed in 1999, Comviva has grown rapidly to become the global leader in providing mobile solutions 
beyond VAS. Comviva’s portfolio of productized solutions and services enable mobile service providers 
to optimize cost structures, create increased subscriber loyalty and accelerate revenue growth.

DTWO Solutions - Japan
DTWO solutions is a Japan based IT company with H.Q. at Tokyo. It specializes in Business Consulting 
Service, IT Consulting / IT Service & Market Entry Support Services.
DTWO solutions well experienced global consultants help define and deliver solutions to clients for 
bridging the gap between "technology and business", "clients and solution providers", "Japanese style 
of business and global style" including bridging "cultural and language barriers".

Adaptik Corporation
Adaptik Corporation was founded in 2000 by seasoned insurance professionals who understand that 
the best policy administration solution requires an innovative approach to software architecture as well 
as functionality.

Genesis Infotech Limited - Singapore
Genesis is a global service provider with a strong focus on the creation of knowledge, enhancement of 
digital data availability and value chain improvements. With more than 30 years of Hospitality and Steel 
industry experience Genesis is a leading edge partner to make the "complex simple". Cubot is a natural 
addition to their pallet of service offerings.
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Level 8 , Vibgyor Towers,
G Block , C62 Bandra Kurla 
Complex,
Mumbai - 400 051.
Telephone: +912240907189

INDIA

UK

Head Office

Level 17,
Dashwood House,
69 Old Broad Street,
London .EC2M 1QS
Telephone: +44 207 256 4165
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